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A platform for budding artists & writers, Amazing Scribbles Magazine is just that place kids wish to see their creative work published. Entertaining & Educating children with informative yet engaging content, Amazing Scribbles is sending and receiving love of children from more than 108 countries across the globe.

Amazing Scribbles Magazine has been entertaining online readers for 2 years now, publishing stories, poems, articles, paintings, sketches & craft work sent by kids.
This summer, Amazing Scribbles Magazine is going to knock at your door in the form of a book, hoping to become your best friend forever.

“Because I introduced Amazing Scribbles to my nephew, overnight I turned into his favorite Aunt! He was very thrilled to see his work showcased and for a whole week, our family passed around the post through Whatsapp! Thank you so much! It is indeed a very sweet initiative!

- Sophia, Bangalore

“Every time I finish my new painting, the next thing I do immediately is sending it to Amazing Scribbles Magazine and publishing it there. People from different countries see and like my work and send me their best wishes.

- Akshit, Kolkata
How do I publish my work on Amazing Scribbles Magazine?

1. Register as a SCRIBBLER on Amazing Scribbles website.

2. Login to your account and upload your literary and/or artwork.

3. Submit your work for review. The Editorial team will review the work and publish it!!

If you wish to become an Amazing Scribblner and publish your awesome work on the magazine, then with no more, time to waste, log on to

www.amazingscribbles.com

or write to us at

editor@amazingscribbles.com